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ABSTRACT
We combine recent simulation work on the SFR–[C II] correlation at high redshift with empirical modeling
of the galaxy–halo connection (via UNIVERSEMACHINE) to forecast [C II] auto power spectra from z ∼ 4 to
z ∼ 8. We compare these to sensitivities realistically expected from various instruments expected to come on-
line in the next decade. If the predictions of our model are correct, [C II] should be detectable up to z ∼ 6 in
this generation of surveys, but detecting [C II] past the end of reionization will require a generational leap in
line-intensity survey capabilities.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Line-intensity mapping promises unprecedented statisti-
cal measurements of high-redshift galaxies—in particular
the faint galaxies that dominate luminous activity at high
redshift—using emission lines to trace these galaxies in ag-
gregate (for a general overview of the experimental land-
scape, see Kovetz et al. 2017). The [C II] 157.7 µm line
in particular is a promising choice for its brightness—as
bright as 1–2% of the bolometric far-infrared luminosity of
individual low- and high-redshift galaxies—and its role as
a tracer of diffuse gas and star-formation activity in the in-
terstellar medium (Casey et al. 2014). Work on this tech-
nique is abundant in recent literature, both in signal forecast-
ing (Gong et al. 2012; Uzgil et al. 2014; Silva et al. 2015;
Yue et al. 2015; Serra et al. 2016; Dumitru et al. 2018),
and in the design of observational programmes including
TIME1 (Crites et al. 2014), CONCERTO2 (Lagache 2018),
and CCAT-prime3 (Stacey et al. 2018).
All of this work relies to varying degrees on the assump-
tion that [C II] emission correlates with star-formation rate
(SFR), and on an assumption about the form of this relation-
ship. Previous work (in signal forecasting in particular) has
relied on either local SFR–[C II] calibrations (e.g. Spinoglio
et al. 2012 as used in Serra et al. 2016; see also De Looze
et al. 2014, Herrera-Camus et al. 2015 for other local data) or
simulations targeting z > 6 galaxies (e.g. Vallini et al. 2015,
as used in Yue et al. 2015). The recent work of Lagache et al.
(2018) connects high-redshift simulations to a comprehen-
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sive body of observations down to z ∼ 4, simulating [C II]
galaxies at z = 4–8 with a modeling approach consistently
motivated across the entire redshift range. With proposed ob-
servations targeting [C II] emission at various redshifts within
a broad range of z = 3–14, a consistently motivated broad-
and high-redshift SFR–[C II] relation, as presented in La-
gache et al. (2018), is necessary for signal forecasting work.
Another component of [C II] signal forecasting and inter-
pretation, either through analytic halo models or numerical
simulations (often only with dark matter), is the galaxy–
halo connection (as reviewed in Wechsler & Tinker 2018).
This relates the properties of dark matter halos, readily iden-
tified in large cosmological simulations, to those of galax-
ies, readily observed in large sky surveys. The recent work
of Behroozi et al. (2018) explores such connections using
empirical modeling; specifically a forward-modeling frame-
work dubbed UNIVERSEMACHINE that uses accretion his-
tories of individual halos with a minimal, flexible galaxy
model to track star-formation rates and histories for individ-
ual galaxies. The resulting data release includes a catalog of
halos with a self-consistent model of the evolution of individ-
ual galaxy and host halo properties, with an improved treat-
ment of quenching in massive galaxies compared to previous
works. The UNIVERSEMACHINE halo catalog thus reflects
a particularly faithful treatment based on current measure-
ments of the full diversity and stochasticity of galaxy star-
formation histories for halos at a given virial mass and red-
shift, which is necessary when considering emission lines—
like [C II]—tied to star-formation activity.
Here we present signal forecasts for CCAT-prime, CON-
CERTO, and TIME, and for which we use the UNI-
VERSEMACHINE Early Data Release (EDR) of simulated
halo catalogues from Behroozi et al. (2018) with the Lagache
et al. (2018) calibration based on the reasoning discussed
above. Our simulations specifically explore the expected
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[C II] power spectrum and its detectability from the epoch of
galaxy assembly (z∼ 3) to the epoch of reionization (z∼ 9).
Note that Dumitru et al. (2018) are the first to use the La-
gache et al. (2018) calibration for the purpose of [C II] signal
forecasting, but do so only for z& 6; our work covers a more
extensive redshift range to encapsulate coverage anticipated
from CCAT-prime in particular (z = 3.5–8.1). The paper is
structured as follows: in Section 2 we introduce our methods
for simulating [C II] observations and how they diverge from
current observations. We then present the expected signal
in Section 3, and present our conclusions in Section 4.
Where necessary, we assume base-10 logarithms, and the
same ΛCDM cosmology as Behroozi et al. (2018): Ωm =
0.307, ΩΛ = 0.693, H0 = 100h km s−1 Mpc−1 with h = 0.678,
σ8 = 0.823, and ns = 0.96, all of which should be consistent
with the so-called Planck15 cosmology from Planck Collab-
oration et al. (2016). Distances carry an implicit h−1 de-
pendence throughout, which propagates through masses (all
based on virial masses ∝ h−1) and volume densities (∝ h3).
2. METHODS
2.1. Experimental Context
We consider three experiments designed to probe [C II] at
high redshift:
• The Epoch of Reionization Spectrometer (EoR-Spec)
on CCAT-prime (or CCAT-p) is designed for [C II]
line-intensity mapping, covering observing frequen-
cies of νobs = 210–420 GHz in two bands, altogether
covering z = 3.5–8.1. For this paper, we assume a
Phase I instrument with a single dichroic TES bolome-
ter array over 1004 spatial positions occupying one-
third of the image plane of one instrument module (of
up to seven possible), and a modest resolving power
of R = 100 or a frequency resolution of δν ≈ νobs/100
throughout the observing bands. The nominal survey
programme covers 2 deg2 over 4000 hours.
• CONCERTO (the CarbON C II line in post-rEionization
and ReionizaTiOn epoch project) is expected to de-
ploy two arrays of spectrometer pixels with channels
of δν = 1.5 GHz, with one array observing in 125–300
GHz and the other in 200–360 GHz (or redshift ranges
of 5.3–14 and 4.3–8.5). The nominal programme is a
survey of 1.4 deg2 over 1200 hours.
• TIME (the Tomographic Ionized-carbon Mapping Ex-
periment) is a R ∼ 150 grating spectrometer planning
to survey a one-beam-wide 78′×0.5′ (or 1.3×0.0083
deg2) slice of sky over 1000 hours (Crites et al. 2014;
see also the TIME subsection of Kovetz et al. 2017,
whose parameters in part supercede that of Crites et al.
2014). The spectrometer operates over two bands
spanning 183–230 GHz and 230–326 GHz (or redshift
ranges spanning 7.3–9.4 and 4.8–7.3). We simplify
the resolving power into an optimistic, constant figure
of δν = 1.5 GHz for the lower-frequency band and 1.9
GHz for the higher-frequency band.
These experiments represent a wide array of state-of-the-
art but proven technologies. EoR-Spec on CCAT-p (which
we will often refer to simply as CCAT-p in this work) is
an evolution of previous spectrometers using Fabry-Perot in-
terferometers (FPI) like SPIFI (Bradford et al. 2002; Oberst
et al. 2011). CONCERTO will use arrays of kinetic induc-
tance detectors (KID) evolved from NIKA (Adam et al. 2014)
and NIKA2 (Adam et al. 2018), with similar technologies to
be deployed in SuperSpec (Shirokoff et al. 2014). TIME in-
herits the novel waveguide grating spectrometer architecture
of Z-Spec (Bradford et al. 2004). Each of these technology
sets represents a different approach to enabling a compact,
broadband, background-limited, low- to medium-resolution
(R& 100) direct-detection spectrometer.
The experiments also represent a range of survey strate-
gies, ranging from TIME’s deep line-scan strategy spanning
a volume only one beam wide, to CCAT-p’s wide-field survey
enabled by a degree-scale field of view. Far from being re-
dundant, these three experiments will complement each other
in their scope and analysis techniques. However, we are in-
terested in the fundamental ability of each one to achieve a
detection of the [C II] power spectrum.
2.2. Line Emission Model
The N-body (dark matter only) cosmological simulation at
the base of the UNIVERSEMACHINE EDR is the Bolshoi-
Planck simulation (Klypin et al. 2016; Rodríguez-Puebla
et al. 2016), a periodic box 250h−1 Mpc on each side with
20483 particles of mass 1.6× 108h−1M. The mass resolu-
tion is good enough to resolve a complete sample of halos
down to ∼ 1010M; the halo catalogs are incomplete below
this mass.
We generate sets of 42 lightcones at four different redshift
ranges, populated with Bolshoi-Planck dark matter halos
with star-formation rates derived from UNIVERSEMACHINE,
and fully covering the extents outlined in Table 1. (We gen-
erate 58 extra lightcones at the highest redshift of z∼ 7.4 for
a total of 100 lightcones.) CCAT-p has the widest expected
spectral coverage of all the instruments we consider, so its
coverage influences our choice of redshifts; the CONCERTO
and TIME spectral coverages reach the three and two lowest-
frequency simulated bands. We use the 250h−1 Mpc size of
Bolshoi-Planck as an approximate limit for the angular sizes
of our lightcones, which are indicated in Table 1. In calcu-
lating sensitivities for each experiment, on the other hand,
we assume the full expected survey area (but still only the
simulated range of frequencies indicated in Table 1).
We assign each halo in the lightcones a luminosity based
solely on its star-formation rate4 and cosmological redshift
(we ignore peculiar velocities and redshift-space distortions
4 The UNIVERSEMACHINE EDR assigns an ‘observed’ SFR to each halo
in addition to the ‘true’ SFR, with the former accounting for common ob-
servational systematics that result in inaccurate recovery of the latter in real-
world data. Lagache et al. (2018) largely take SFR values from their semi-
analytic model at face value for their SFR–[C II] relation; they consider ob-
served SFR values incorporating UV attenuation at one point but this does
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throughout). We impose a minimum emitter halo mass of
1010M, and for halos above this mass, we use a power-law
SFR–[C II] luminosity relation:
log
(
Lline
L
)
= α log
(
SFR
M yr−1
)
+β. (1)
Lagache et al. (2018) find a redshift-dependent mean relation
with α = 1.4−0.07z and β = 7.1−0.07z. We assume 0.5 dex
scatter on the SFR–[C II] relation, based on the 0.5–0.6 dex
dispersion that Lagache et al. (2018) find. The upper panel
of Figure 1 illustrates the mean halo mass–[C II] luminosity
relation at the simulated redshifts, including the quenched
fractions prescribed by Behroozi et al. (2018). As the figure
shows, our mean relation compares favorably to the best-fit
model from Padmanabhan (2018), which comes from relying
on abundance matching at z ∼ 0 against the Hemmati et al.
(2017) luminosity function and inferring redshift evolution
based on constraints from Pullen et al. (2018) on integrated
[C II] emission at z ∼ 2.6. Note that Padmanabhan (2018)
finds that current observations only allow constraints down
to Mvir = 1011M, and Lagache et al. (2018) state that their
average relation describes [C II] luminosities down to 107L.
Note again that the mean SFR–[C II] relation in La-
gache et al. (2018) derives from simulations of high-redshift
galaxies using semi-analytic modeling (G.A.S.; updated
from Cousin et al. 2015a,b, 2016) and a photoionization code
(CLOUDY; Ferland et al. 2017), rather than observations of
local galaxy samples as in Spinoglio et al. (2012) (a synthe-
sis of data from Brauher et al. 2008), De Looze et al. (2014)
and Herrera-Camus et al. (2015). As Lagache et al. (2018)
note, analysis of line observations plus heating and attenua-
tion effects from the cosmic microwave background suggest
that high-z [C II] emission is dominated by ionized carbon
in photo-dominated regions (PDR), rather than neutral gas
as appears to be the case in local star-forming galaxies. By
combining G.A.S. modeling of galaxy formation history
with CLOUDY modeling of the PDR in each galaxy, Lagache
et al. (2018) should represent a state-of-the-art understanding
of [C II] emission at high redshift.
At z ∼ 6, the Lagache et al. (2018) SFR–[C II] relation
takes α = 0.98 and β = 6.68. The local calibrations by com-
parison would assign luminosities 2–10 times higher at a
given SFR. For Herrera-Camus et al. (2015), α = 0.967 and
β = 7.65; for De Looze et al. (2014), α = 0.99 and β = 6.92
(based on the entire literature sample); and α = 0.89 and
β = 7.27 for Spinoglio et al. (2012) (converting the original
LIR–[C II] relation to a SFR–[C II] one by taking LIR/L =
1010 SFR/(M yr−1))5.
not appear to result in any systematic offset. Therefore, we use the ‘true’
SFR instead of the ‘observed’ SFR in this work.
5 The relation used in Serra et al. (2016) does not take into account the
erratum issued for Spinoglio et al. (2012) correcting IR luminosities up by
a factor of 1.8 (Spinoglio et al. 2014); the resulting change in the inferred
LIR–[C II] relation would move β down to 7.04.
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Expected mean halo mass–[C II] relation
derived from the model detailed in Section 2.2, shown at the indi-
cated redshifts. In practice, we derive [C II] luminosities directly
from the star-formation rates calculated for each halo, but we show
the expected halo mass–[C II] for illustrative purposes. We also plot
the best-fit z ∼ 5.0 halo mass–[C II] relation from Padmanabhan
(2018) (dubbed P18 in the legend), based on local and high-redshift
observations (reliable down to Mvir ∼ 1011 M, below which we
fade out the plotted curve). Lower panel: Expected contribution
of each mass bin of ∆(logMvir) = 0.1 to mean map intensity, based
on the relation in the upper panel and an analytic halo mass function
fit as described in Section 3.1. Unlike in the upper panel, we show
averages over the redshift ranges used in our simulations, indicated
in Table 1. In both panels, we shade the part of the axes correspond-
ing to Mvir < 1010 M, a mass range that is not reflected at all in the
P(k) simulations of this work (but is in e.g. Dumitru et al. 2018).
We use limlam_mocker6 to generate line-intensity
cubes and power spectra for each lightcone using this model.
Doing this requires defining a grid of volume elements or
voxels, each taking up a solid angle and frequency interval
within the mocked line-intensity cube. We use the frequen-
cies and lightcone sizes in Table 1 and create an intensity
cube of 4503 voxels7. All halo luminosities are binned per
voxel, and the [C II] luminosity per voxel Lvox is converted
into an intensity Iν = Lvox/(4piD2LΩpixδν) by dividing by the
voxel frequency interval δν , voxel solid angleΩpix, and 4piD2L
given the luminosity distance DL from the observer to the
voxel. We can then calculate both the mean map intensity
〈Iν〉 from the simulated intensity cube, presented in Sec-
6 https://github.com/georgestein/limlam_mocker/
7 None of the three surveys could produce a grid of 4503 well-resolved
voxels with the specified angular sizes. However, this part of the work re-
quires accurate forecasting of the signal more than faithful mocking of ob-
servations for each survey. We consider survey limitations in Section 2.3.
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tion 3.1, and the spherically averaged, comoving 3D power
spectrum P(k), which we present as the main signal in Sec-
tion 3.2. The latter is obtained from the full 3D power spec-
trum P(k) of the intensity cube in comoving space, averaged
in spherical k-shells.
Given that analysis of recent observations points to star
formation arising in z & 6 galaxies with halo masses as low
as several 109M (Finlator et al. 2017), the minimum emit-
ter halo mass of 1010M imposed in these simulations is
potentially too high, but is forced by the Bolshoi-Planck
mass resolution, which results in halo incompleteness below
∼ 1010M. Thus 〈Iν〉 is a useful and potentially important
statistic, as it can be calculated analytically purely from the
halo mass function with the model outlined above, which is
not the case for P(k). To gauge the effects of the halo mass
function and the minimum emitter halo mass, we make ana-
lytic estimates of 〈Iν〉 at each redshift using the above model
with a halo mass function (HMF) fit at each redshift that
should predict the correct abundances of halos with masses
. 1010M. In the process, we also calculate the expected
contribution to the mean intensity from different mass bins.
We present these results alongside the simulation results (for
total 〈Iν〉 only) in Section 3.1.
2.3. Sensitivity Estimates
We follow the formalism of Li et al. (2016) and quantify
the uncertainty in P(k) as
σP(k) =
P(k)+Pn√
Nm(k)
, (2)
which is the total observed power spectrum—signal P(k) plus
noise Pn—divided by the number of Fourier modes Nm(k)
available for averaging near that given k. We detail the cal-
culation of Nm(k) in Appendix A.
We calculate Pn from instrumental noise only. If our survey
volume is observed uniformly so that each volume element
(or voxel) of some comoving volume Vvox has been observed
for some integration time tpix, then
Pn =
σ2pix
tpix
Vvox, (3)
where σpix is the on-sky sensitivity per sky pixel (Li et al.
2016). We show σpix in Table 1 for each survey, quantified as
noise-equivalent intensity/input (NEI), as well as the number
of instrumental pixels expected (per band). We explain the
figures for each survey in more detail below.
• For CCAT-p, we use figures for σpixt−1/2pix per beam for
a single EoR-Spec array given by the collaboration
(G. Stacey, private communication). Each array will
have 1004 spatial beams sensitive to two polarisations
(which are folded into the σpix given), but instrumen-
tal details mean that only a fraction of the total spec-
tral coverage can be instantaneously observed and the
FPI must step across multiple settings to sample the
full bandwidth, which slightly complicates the calcu-
lation of tpix. However, broadly speaking, the results
are equivalent to taking Npix to be 1004 spatial beams
times a factor  1 which depends on the observing
frequency, for an effective count of around 20.
• CONCERTO will have an array of 1500 pixels for each
band, for a total of 3000 pixels in the 200–300 GHz
overlap between the two bands (G. Lagache, private
communication). The overlap excludes z = 4.5 but in-
cludes our two highest simulated redshifts. We use the
noise-equivalent flux density (NEFD) given in Serra
et al. (2016) of 155 mJy s1/2 and divide by the beam
solid angle to obtain the NEI (see Appendix B for an
explanation). We expect the NIKA2 and CONCERTO
systems to have similar source-to-detector optical ef-
ficiencies, and Dumitru et al. (2018) uses the same
NEFD figure while referring to the NIKA2 sensitivi-
ties demonstrated in Adam et al. (2018).
• For TIME, we use the median of the range quoted for
operation at the Arizona Radio Observatory assuming
3 mm precipitable water vapour (TIME Collaboration,
private communication). Crites et al. (2014) also indi-
cate that the TIME experiment will have 32 spectrom-
eters (16 per polarisation).
Converting between NEFD and NEI requires knowledge
of the beam width, quantified as the full width at half max-
imum (FWHM). Since TIME and CONCERTO are both to
operate on 12-metre telescopes, we assume that the beams
for both instruments have a diffraction-limited FWHM of
1.22λ/(12 m), ranging from 17′′ to 31′′ throughout the full
spectral range. (Sun et al. 2018 and Dumitru et al. 2018 as-
sume similarly for TIME and CONCERTO.) For the CCAT-p
beam FWHM, we use figures provided by the collaboration
of (37′′,39′′,46′′,53′′) at (408,345,280,214) GHz.
For CONCERTO and TIME, which should have simul-
taneous uniform coverage of all frequency channels within
each band by virtue of their architectures, we take tpix to be
simply the integration time per pixel:
tpix =
Npixtsurv
Ωsurv/Ωpix
, (4)
which is to say the total survey time multiplied by the number
of instrumental pixels, divided by the number of map pixels
(the ratio of the survey solid angle to the pixel solid angle).
For CCAT-p, as noted above, the instantaneous spectral cov-
erage and thus the calculation of tpix is more complex, and
σpixt
−1/2
pix is presented per beam. We present the same in Ta-
ble 1 for CONCERTO and TIME, using Ωpix = Ωbeam.
The only input left for Pn is the comoving volume per
voxel. Since Vvox ∝ Ωpixδν , this cancels out the Ωpix de-
pendence of tpix and the δ
−1/2
ν dependence of σpix (see Ap-
pendix B for a detailed explanation) when calculating Pn,
which thus does not depend on the voxel extent in any di-
mension. The σpixt
−1/2
pix obtained for all experiments is per
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Table 1. Simulation and experimental parameters used for signal and sensitivity forecasts in this work.
z Frequencies Lightcone σpix Npix σpixt
−1/2
pix per beam
size CCAT-p CONCERTO TIME CCAT-pa CONCERTO TIME CCAT-p CONCERTO TIME
(GHz) (arcsec) (MJy sr−1 s1/2) (Jy sr−1)
3.7 428–388 180 2.8 · · · · · · 1004 · · · · · · 2.2×104 · · · · · ·
4.5 365–325 165 1.7 18. · · · 1004 1500 · · · 1.2×104 4.7×104 · · ·
6.0 290–250 150 0.86 11. 11. 1004 3000 32 6.2×103 1.8×104 1.6×104
7.4 240–212 135 0.70 7.5 5.2 1004 3000 32 3.9×103 8.0×103 5.7×103
aCCAT-prime instrumental details mean that the number of spatial pixels alone does not inform tpix as in the other surveys—see main text (Section 2.3).
NOTE—Lightcone sizes are not field sizes (2 deg2, 1.4 deg2, and 78′× 0.5′ for CCAT-p, CONCERTO, and TIME respectively), and the latter are used
for sensitivity calculations. CCAT-p σpixt
−1/2
pix values assume 45
◦ elevation and first-quartile weather with 0.28 mm precipitable water vapour. For
CONCERTO and TIME we use Equation 4 to calculate tpix from Npix, setting Ωpix = Ωbeam.
beam, so we take Vvox to be the comoving volume within a
solid angle of Ωbeam and a frequency interval of δν .
Having calculated Pn and thus σP(k) for each experiment,
we must finally consider attenuation of the observed power
spectrum at high wavenumber k due to the finite beam size
of each telescope. This attenuation W (k) of the signal results
in an effective sensitivity limit of σP(k)/W (k). Appendix C.3
of Li et al. (2016) details an analytic calculation of W (k),
but we make an analogous numerical calculation in this work
based on the expected voxel grid for each experiment. For
this calculation only, we assume map pixel widths of 15′′ for
CCAT-p and 5′′ for the other experiments. Once the pixel
width is finer than the standard deviation of the Gaussian
beam profile (FWHM/2.355), the degree of angular over-
sampling makes little difference in the numerical calculations
and resulting W (k).
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Mean map intensity
Table 2 shows the mean map intensity both from our
simulated survey volumes and from the expected contribu-
tions from halos based on analytic calculations. The latter
uses the best-fit model from Behroozi et al. (2018) with the
HMF of Sheth et al. (2001), modified to fit the HMF val-
ues provided in the Behroozi et al. (2018) EDR at each red-
shift. For the HMF, setting A = 0.62−0.071z+0.0039z2 and
a = 0.96−0.072z+0.0058z2—instead of the original redshift-
independent values of A ≈ 0.322 and a = 0.707 from Sheth
et al. (2001)—provides an adequate description of the ac-
tual HMF down to Mvir = 1010M at the redshifts consid-
ered here. Since the best-fit model prescribes average star-
formation rates and quenched fractions as functions of the
halo maximum circular velocity at peak historical virial mass
vMpeak , rather than of virial mass, we use the relation given in
Appendix E2 of Behroozi et al. (2018) to convert the model
Table 2. Mean map intensities calculated through
both simulations (median and 90% sample interval)
and an analytic halo mass function (HMF) fit with
different minimum emitting halo masses.
Redshift 〈Iν〉 (Jy sr−1)
90% interval Analytic, Mvir,min = · · ·
from simulations 1010 M 109 M
3.7 924.2+35.1−54.1 865.0 870.3
4.5 339.2+14.5−9.7 308.4 315.6
6.0 64.74+3.08−2.33 63.48 73.42
7.4 16.58+0.66−0.69 17.55 27.81
NOTE—The analytic calculation uses an approximation to
the Behroozi et al. (2018) mean halo mass–SFR relation,
and includes no scatter in SFR or line luminosity. The
analytic HMF used is a modification of the fit in Sheth
et al. (2001) described in the main text.
relations into functions of virial mass8. This mass–vMpeak re-
lation is inexact (with Behroozi et al. 2018 indicating scatter
of ∼ 0.1 dex), meaning ∼ 10% discrepancies between our
numerical results and analytic results for 〈Iν〉 should not be
surprising. Indeed, any discrepancies between analytic and
simulated results in Table 2 are within this expectation.
The lower panel of Figure 1 shows the expected relative
contribution of different halo mass ranges to 〈Iν〉. At z = 5.8
and below, the slope of the halo mass–[C II] relation is steep
enough compared to the slope of the HMF that a majority of
〈Iν〉 comes from halos of masses & 1011M. Lowering the
minimum emitting halo mass to 109M (with a simple ex-
8 We do modify the exponent in Equation E2 from 3 to 0.3, which is
necessary for a reasonable approximation to the halo mass–SFR relation ob-
served in the simulation.
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trapolation below 1010M) thus has little effect on the ana-
lytically estimated 〈Iν〉 below z∼ 6, increasing only by 0.6%
at z = 3.7, 2.3% at z = 4.5, and 15.6% at z = 6.0.
By z = 7.4, however, halos with Mvir . 1011M contribute
a majority of the average signal, and lowering the cut to
109M would allow more low-mass halos to contribute, in-
creasing the analytically calculated mean [C II] intensity by
a factor of 1.6. This roughly translates to an increase in the
power spectrum (P(k)∼ 〈Iν〉2) by a factor of 3. The analytic
〈Iν〉with Mvir,min = 1010M is within 10% of the numerically
simulated mean intensity, so our P(k) forecast may indeed be
too low by a factor of 3 due to an overly high cutoff mass.
Whether lowering the cutoff halo mass below 1010M is
well-motivated is unclear. As noted above, Finlator et al.
(2017) does find evidence for unsuppressed star-formation
activity in z & 6 halos with masses below 1010M, but the
evidence is not strong at z = 8 and not very strong at z = 7,
and z∼ 7.4 is the only redshift at which a lower cutoff signif-
icantly affects 〈Iν〉 in Table 2. We discuss the cutoff further
in the next section, although we find that even a factor-of-3
increase in the signal at z∼ 7.4 will require greatly upgraded
surveys to distinguish or detect.
3.2. Power spectra and comparison to previous work
We show the P(k) values calculated from the simulations
in Figure 2. Our forecast signal level appears to drop an order
of magnitude or so with each increase in observed redshift.
However, in light of the analytic checks of Section 3.1, we
consider the possibility that the decline in P(k) between z =
6.0 and z = 7.4 depends on the choice of cutoff halo mass.
If halos below our chosen cutoff of 1010M emit in [C II],
our simulated P(k) at z = 7.4 may be an underestimate by a
factor of several. Therefore, we also show an ‘optimistic’
forecast at z = 7.4 alongside the fiducial one in Figure 2 by
multiplying the fiducial P(k) by a factor of 3 (suggested by
the comparison to analytic calculations in Table 2).
We put our predictions in the context of previous work
by plotting them together with P(k) from Serra et al. (2016)
(which claims agreement with Gong et al. 2012) and Dumitru
et al. (2018)9, interpolated or extrapolated in redshift as nec-
essary (as the approximate evolution of P(k) with redshift at
each k is apparent in both works). Serra et al. (2016) use mea-
surements of the cosmic infrared background anisotropies
with a halo model to constrain a halo mass–infrared lumi-
nosity relation, and combine this with the local LIR–[C II]
relation of Spinoglio et al. (2012) to relate halo mass to
[C II] luminosity and thus enable an analytic calculation of
P(k). Given our discussion about the difference between lo-
cal SFR–[C II] calibrations and the relation from Lagache
et al. (2018) being as large as 1 dex at z∼ 6, we find it unsur-
9 Throughout this work, we use results provided by Dumitru (private com-
munication) which differ from the initial preprint but should be reflected in
the final published work of Dumitru et al. (2018). In particular, the P(k) val-
ues have been revised slightly downwards from the initial preprint, and the
cosmic SFR density revised slightly upwards (particularly near z = 6).
prising that the P(k) values of Serra et al. (2016) are almost 2
dex higher than our predictions.
The work of Dumitru et al. (2018) is more similar to ours
in comparison, assigning [C II] luminosities to halos identi-
fied in cosmological simulations to directly simulate cubes of
[C II] intensity, and using Lagache et al. (2018) for the SFR–
[C II] scaling relation in their model. Given these similarities,
the discrepancy between our prediction and theirs is more
surprising at first glance. However, the model of Dumitru
et al. (2018) prescribes star-formation rates that are simply
proportional to halo mass, does not model a quiescent galaxy
population, and results in a somewhat higher cosmic star-
formation rate density at z∼ 6 compared to UNIVERSEMA-
CHINE. These differences between the halo mass–SFR rela-
tions of the two models help explain the factor-of-4 differ-
ence we see between our forecast P(k) and the extrapolation
from the results of Dumitru et al. (2018) at z∼ 6.
At z∼ 7–8, the two models result in a more similar cosmic
SFR density, but still prescribe SFR in halos in substantively
different ways. Additionally, the minimum halo mass of
2.3× 108h−1M = 3.4× 108M in the simulations that Du-
mitru et al. (2018) use (with no additional cutoff imposed for
[C II] emission) becomes a more significant source of dis-
crepancy at these highest redshifts. We have stated above that
a lower cutoff halo mass in our simulations could increase
our forecast P(k) by a factor of 3, but this is merely a zeroth-
order estimate. A perfectly fair comparison at these highest
redshifts against the results of Dumitru et al. (2018) would
require deploying the UNIVERSEMACHINE framework on
a simulation fine enough to allow resolution of halos with
Mvir = 109M. This would enable [C II] simulations that in-
corporates a more complete halo population, although it is
an entirely open question as to how well-justified it would be
either to set a lower cutoff mass or to extrapolate the Mvir–
[C II] relation so far below 1011M in halo mass or 107L
in line luminosity. We leave this for possible future work.
Finally, while we do not explicitly plot P(k) from Padman-
abhan (2018) to compare, there is broad agreement here with
that work, with our P(k) below the best-fit model but still
within the associated uncertainties. This is to be expected
given the level of agreement in the [C II] luminosity prescrip-
tion between our model and that of Padmanabhan (2018) al-
ready shown in Figure 1.
3.3. Detectability of power spectra
Between our work and previous work considered in Sec-
tion 3.2, predictions for the [C II] signal span a range of sev-
eral orders of magnitude, unconstrained by any observational
data. An improved understanding of [C II] emission and its
connection to star-formation activity at high redshift would
be made possible with a P(k) detection or even an upper limit
that could exclude the more optimistic models. To consider
the ability of near-future surveys to do this, we return to the
sensitivities considered in Section 2.3.
We plot the expected sensitivities of CCAT-p, TIME, and
CONCERTO in Figure 2 given the P(k) obtained in this work,
and report in Table 3 the expected signal-to-noise ratio over
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Table 3. Total signal-to-noise ratio summed over all scales up to k = 1 Mpc−1, and number of
hours required to obtain a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 in a k-bin centred at k = 0.026 Mpc−1 of width
∆k = 0.035 Mpc−1, for all experiments considered in this work. We show the mean all-k S/N and
median required survey time (rounded up to two significant figures) across all lightcones.
Experiment Nominal S/N across all k Survey time required for S/N = 1
survey time at k = 0.026±0.0175 Mpc−1
(hours) (hours)
z = 3.7 z = 4.5 z = 6.0 z = 7.4 z = 3.7 z = 4.5 z = 6.0 z = 7.4
CCAT-p 4000 37 24 3 0.21 870 2100 17000 130000
CONCERTO 1200 · · · 21 4 0.23 · · · 1500 7500 59000
TIME 1000 · · · · · · 1 0.12 · · · · · · 6700 28000
NOTE—The survey bandwidth assumed is ∆ν = 40 GHz except at z = 7.4, where ∆ν = 28 GHz. Values at
z = 7.4 may be adjusted to reflect the ‘optimistic’ forecast simply by multiplying S/N by 3 and dividing survey
times by 3.
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Figure 2. Median and 90% sample interval P(k) values (red solid curves and shaded areas) from simulations at four different redshifts (shown
at lower left corner of each panel), and expected 1σ sensitivity limits (dashed curves) for CCAT-p, CONCERTO, and TIME (black, magenta,
and green) given k-bins of width ∆k = 0.035 Mpc−1. The survey bandwidth assumed is ∆ν = 40 GHz except at z = 7.4, where ∆ν = 28 GHz.
We plot σP(k)/W (k) instead of just σP(k) to show signal-to-noise attenuation due to beam size. At z = 7.4 only, we show an ‘optimistic’ forecast
(faint red solid curve and shaded area) above the fiducial one, emulating a lower minimum [C II] emitter halo mass than simulations allow. We
also show P(k) from Serra et al. (2016) and Dumitru et al. (2018) interpolated or extrapolated to the indicated redshift (other solid curves).
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all modes up to k = 1 Mpc−1. In both cases, we have ac-
counted for the expected signal attenuationW (k) due to beam
smoothing. We plot the noise in Figure 2 as σP(k)/W (k), and
calculate the signal-to-noise in Table 3 as
S/N =
[∑
i
(
P(ki)W (ki)
σP(ki)
)2]1/2
, (5)
summing over all k-bins with central values ki < 1 Mpc−1.
Note the slope of the sensitivity curves at low k for CCAT-p
and CONCERTO. For the lowest redshifts, the signal is large
enough for sample variance to be a significant if not domi-
nant component of σP(k). Therefore, at the low-k end, where
P(k) ∼ k−1 and 1/√Nm(k) ∼ k−1, σP(k) ∼ k−2. At higher
redshifts, where instrumental noise dominates σP, Pn ∼ k0
but 1/
√
Nm(k) ∼ k−1 still, so σP(k) ∼ k−1. A similar ar-
gument holds for TIME at the redshifts it observes, except
1/
√
Nm(k)∼ k−1/2 at low k (see Appendix A).
More importantly, there is a discontinuity in the slope of
all sensitivity curves, at k ∼ 0.1–0.3 Mpc−1. This fact stems
from the limited spectral resolution of all instruments, which
significantly affects the growth of Nm(k) beyond a specific k
as line-of-sight modes become inaccessible (again, see Ap-
pendix A). The effect is particularly severe for TIME’s line-
scan survey strategy, as it targets only one angular dimension.
Nonetheless, a detection of the [C II] signal at z ∼ 6 as
predicted here is within reach. TIME is at a disadvantage
due to the relatively limited Nm(k) it probes, but as it is ex-
pected to deploy first out of the three surveys, it will at min-
imum set bleeding-edge upper limits on the z∼ 6 [C II] auto
spectrum, and an extended campaign with deeper mapping
could yield a tentative detection. To be more exact about
necessary extensions to survey times for a detection of P(k)
at small k, Table 3 also shows how much time would be re-
quired to achieve a signal-to-noise of unity at a k-bin cen-
tred at k = 0.026 Mpc−1 of width ∆k = 0.035 Mpc−1. (The
corresponding total all-k S/N varies, and is especially lower
for TIME due to its shallower sensitivity limit curve.) Op-
timisation of survey areas can also increase tpix and improve
sensitivity, but depending on the criteria the optimal survey
areas at z ∼ 6 are too small for the instruments considered
(see Appendix C).
Table 3 also shows that surveys would need to be unreal-
istically lengthy to detect the expected signal at z ∼ 8. This
comes with the caveat from the end of Section 3.1 that the
predicted P(k) at z ∼ 8 is likely too low. However, even
if P(k) here is too conservative by an order of magnitude,
none of the surveys above would be sensitive enough to even
reach a signal-to-noise ratio of 1 with their fiducial survey
programmes, and all would require 5–10 times greater time
on sky for an all-k signal-to-noise of 2–4. TIME is more
competitive at this redshift range than at z ∼ 6, with map
noise expected to be several times better than either CCAT-p
or CONCERTO. However, the line-scan strategy limits rela-
tive detectability of P(k) for k & 10−1 Mpc−1 and thus total
signal-to-noise across the scales considered here.
A second generation of [C II] line-intensity surveys
might attain a fully three-dimensional, wide-field detection
(i.e. over & 1 deg2), potentially even through a significant
upgrade to an existing instrument or extension of an existing
survey. Sensitivities must improve over the immediate gener-
ation by at least an order of magnitude, however. This would
enable a more confident detection of our forecast signal at
z∼ 6 in addition to a tentative detection at z∼ 8.
In view of this, we note the significant upgrade potential
for EoR-Spec on CCAT-p. The Phase I instrument assumed
here only occupies one-third of one instrument module, when
in fact the overall CCAT-p design can accommodate up to
seven instrument modules. An eventual Phase II EoR-Spec
configuration may use two fully occupied instrument mod-
ules for six times the field of view and six times the map-
ping speed, providing the generational leap that may enable
a detection of the [C II] at z∼ 7.4 (given the more optimistic
version of our prediction).
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have simulated the [C II] signal that three near-future
experiments will attempt to observe, and the results indi-
cate promising prospects for [C II] detections at z . 6. If
foregrounds like Galactic dust and lower-redshift emission
in other lines can be overcome, these experiments promise
to significantly improve our understanding of high-redshift
galaxies from the end of reionization onwards.
While the signal will be weaker at z ∼ 8, the upcoming
generation of [C II] intensity mappers should still be able to
set interesting limits on [C II] in the epoch of reionization.
Furthermore, their z . 6 results will distinguish between the
wide range of high-redshift [C II] predictions that currently
exist, and significantly narrow the model space in a way that
guides the next generation of wide-field [C II] surveyors.
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Michael Niemack, and other members of the CCAT-p science
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members of the TIME collaboration including Lorenzo Mon-
celsi, C. Matt Bradford, and Jonathan Hunacek for similar
communications on TIME. We further thank Peter Behroozi
for communications about the UNIVERSEMACHINE EDR, as
well as useful comments on this work; Sebastian Dumitru for
communications about his work including revisions to Du-
mitru et al. (2018) in preparation; and Hamsa Padmanabhan
for insightful communications on [C II] forecasts, including
her work while it was still in preparation. We would like to
acknowledge the organizers and participants of the ‘Cosmo-
logical Signals from Cosmic Dawn to the Present’ workshop
held at the Aspen Center for Physics, which is supported by
National Science Foundation grant PHY-1607611. This re-
search made use of NASA’s Astrophysics Data System Bib-
liographic Services.
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Software: hmf (Murray et al. 2013); Matplotlib (Hunter
2007); Astropy, a community-developed core Python pack-
age for astronomy (Astropy Collaboration et al. 2013); Web-
PlotDigitizer (https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer).
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APPENDIX
A. THE NUMBER OF FOURIER MODES IN A GIVEN WAVENUMBER BIN
The analytic expression of Nm(k) is different for TIME versus CCAT-p or CONCERTO, simply because of the line-scan nature
of the survey. Normally, we discretise the Fourier space in cells of (2pi)3/Vsurv and divide this into the volume of the Fourier shell
corresponding to the range (k,k+∆k):
Nm(k) =
1
2
4pik2∆k
(2pi)3/Vsurv
=
k2∆kVsurv
4pi2
, (A1)
where the factor of 1/2 comes in from the fact that the Fourier transform is of all real numbers and thus only half of the modes in
the full 3D Fourier shell are independent.
However, in the case of TIME, we effectively work in a 2D Fourier space, ignoring the shortest dimension. Thus, we only get
a circular slice of this shell, of area 2pik∆k, with a resolution of (2pi)2 divided by the comoving area Asurv of the survey:
Nm,2D(k) =
1
2
2pik∆k
(2pi)2/Asurv
=
k∆kAsurv
4pi
. (A2)
Furthermore, the limited frequency resolution of all experiments means that beyond a cutoff kδν (given by pi divided by the
comoving voxel length along the line of sight), Nm will grow by one less power of k. Quantitatively speaking, the surface area of
a spherical segment truncated at two parallel planes, one intersecting the centre of the sphere and one separated from it by kδν , is
given by 2pikδν k. So for k > kδν , the total Vshell is twice this times ∆k, or 4pikδν k∆k. Thus, in the 3D case,
Nm(k) =
min(k,kδν )k∆kVsurv
4pi2
. (A3)
For TIME, the area of the k-shell is
Ashell ≈
{
4arcsin(kδν/k)k∆k (k > kδν )
2pik∆k (k < kδν )
. (A4)
Then
Nm,2D(k) =
{
(2pi2)−1 arcsin(kδν/k)k∆kAsurv (k > kδν )
(4pi)−1k∆kAsurv (k < kδν )
. (A5)
B. DETAILS OF NOISE-EQUIVALENT QUANTITIES
The noise-equivalent flux density (NEFD) is effectively the noise per beam, and is given by system efficiencies, instrumental
bandwidth, telescope aperture, and the total noise-equivalent power (NEP). Equation A8 of Gong et al. (2012) gives a dimension-
ally incorrect expression for the NEFD, so we refer to Equation 7.41 from Walker (2015):
NEFD =
NEP
ηcηtAee−τνA∆ν
. (B6)
Here Ae is the effective aperture of the telescope, while ∆ν is the bandwidth of the observation (the spectrometer channel
bandwidth δν in our case, rather than the total instrumental bandwidth which ∆ν denotes in this work except in this section).
The NEP itself depends on frequency and is proportional to ∆ν1/2 for background-limited detectors (Zmuidzinas 2003), so the
NEFD ∝∆ν−1/2. We define the aperture efficiency ηA ≡ Ae/(piD2/4), where D is the dish diameter, and then η ≡ ηcηtηAe−τνA, to
encapsulate the end-to-end optical coupling efficiency, including atmospheric attenuation.
The NEP is usually taken to be the power incident across the solid angle projected from the detector to the sky (see Equation
7.38 of Walker 2015, for instance). Therefore, to get the sensitivity per pixel σpix as noise-equivalent intensity (NEI), we divide
the NEFD by the beam solid angle Ωbeam = FWHM2 ·pi/(4 ln2) (which the dependence of the NEFD on Ae broadly cancels out):
σpix =
NEFD
Ωbeam
=
NEP
η(piD2/4)∆νΩbeam
. (B7)
As an example, we can recalculate the TIME NEFD and NEI using the above formulae and known experimental parameters.
The parameters in Crites et al. (2014) for the low-frequency band (centred at ∼ 210 GHz) include a beam FWHM of 30′′, an
end-to-end optical efficiency of 0.3, a detector/MUX NEP of 9 aW Hz−1/2, and a photon NEP of 12–15 aW Hz−1/2. The NEP
components add in quadrature to give a total NEP of 15–17.5 aW Hz−1/2, and the beam FWHM is equal to the diffraction limit
of 1.22λ/D if D = 12 metres. If we then assume that the end-to-end efficiency of 0.3 does not include the fact that each detector
is sensitive to one polarisation only, so that η = 0.3 ·0.5 = 0.15, and furthermore take∆ν = 1.5 GHz, we obtain approximately the
same NEFD (59–69 mJy s1/2) quoted in Crites et al. (2014) using the above, as well as a similar NEI range (of 2.5–2.9 MJy sr−1
s1/2). Numbers are equally reasonably consistent for the high-frequency band, as well as figures given for operation at ARO.
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Table 4. Optimal survey areas for detection of the [C II] P(k) in a k-bin centred at k = 0.026 Mpc−1 with width ∆k = 0.035,
calculated using the equations given in Appendix C.
Redshift P(k = 0.026 Mpc−1) R(z) α(z) Ωsurv,opt1 Ωsurv,opt2 θsurv,opt2
CCAT-p CONCERTO TIME P/σP = 1 P/σP = 3 P/σP = 1
(Jy2 sr−2 Mpc3) (Mpc) (Mpc3 hr sr−1) (deg2) (arcmin2) (deg2) (arcmin)
3.7 8.1×1010 7100 1.3×10−4 5.7 · · · · · · 1.2 11. 75.
4.5 1.0×1010 7700 1.6×10−4 2.0 0.81 · · · 0.95 8.6 63.
6.0 4.0×108 8500 2.1×10−4 0.20 0.098 5.5×0.5 0.69 6.2 51.
7.9 3.0×107 9000 2.9×10−4 0.027 0.021 2.3×0.5 0.81 7.2 62.
NOTE—The fields of view for CCAT-p, CONCERTO, and TIME are respectively 0.66×0.66 = 0.44 deg2 per array (expandable to 2.0×1.3 =
2.6 deg2 with two tubes of three arrays each), 15′-diameter circular (0.049 deg2), and 13.6×0.5 arcmin2. The survey bandwidth is 40 GHz
for all redshifts except z = 7.9, where we assume a survey bandwidth of 28 GHz.
C. OPTIMISATION OF SURVEY AREA
We consider two possible ways to optimise survey area based on sensitivity requirements at a given k:
• Fixing all parameters (including survey time), we set Ωsurv to the value that sets the sample variance contribution to σP
equal to that of instrumental noise. This is the approach described in Appendix D of Li et al. (2016).
• Fixing only a desired signal-to-noise ratio at a given k-bin with width ∆k, and fixing the total spectrometer bandwidth of
the survey, we set Ωsurv to the value that minimises the tsurv required. This is also described in Karoumpis et al. in prep.
Given a nominal survey area Ωsurv,nom and time per pixel tpix,nom, the first way requires us to set
P(k) = Pn =
σ2pix
tpix
Vvox =
σ2pix
tpix,nom
tpix,nom
tpix
α(z)Ωpixδν =
σ2pix
tpix,nom
Ωsurv
Ωsurv,nom
α(z)Ωpixδν , (C8)
where, using R(z) to denote the comoving distance to redshift z, α(z) ≡ [cR(z)2/H(z)](1+ z)2/νrest is the conversion from data
cube volumes (in units of solid angle times frequency) to comoving volumes at redshift z (so for instance, Vvox = α(z)Ωpixδν).
Solving for Ωsurv, we find
Ωsurv,opt1 =
P(k)
α(z)
· Ωsurv,nom/Ωpix
σ2pixt
−1
pix,nomδν
. (C9)
As in the calculation of Pn, note that since tpix,nom ∝ Ωpix the end result Ωsurv,opt1 is independent of map pixel size.
Meanwhile, the latter approach yields
Ωsurv,opt2 =
(
4piP(k)
σP(k)
)2
(α(z)∆νsurv k2∆k)−1. (C10)
This method is useful as the optimal area is independent of the signal and of most instrumental details, but the instrumental details
are necessary to derive the corresponding tsurv, which has no guarantee of being reasonable (especially for high P/σP).
Since the above uses Nm(k) for the 3D case, the calculation cannot be repeated verbatim for the optimal survey extent θsurv for
a line-scan survey like TIME. If we define β(z)≡ α(z)/R(z) so that Asurv = β(z)θsurv∆νsurv,
θsurv,opt2 = pi
(
4P(k)
σP(k)
)2
(β(z)∆νsurv k∆k)−1. (C11)
Table 4 shows optimal survey areas for all surveys. For all calculations, we assume k = 0.026 Mpc−1 (before the kink in Nm(k))
and ∆k = 0.035. As in the main text, we take ∆νsurv = 40 GHz except at z = 7.9 where we assume 28 GHz.
It is important to compare the results to the instrumental field of view for each survey. Any optimal areas smaller than or even
almost equal to these numbers should be considered unrealistic, as observing in stare modes is impractical at these frequencies
for sensitive imaging (Kovács 2008).
